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Abstract—We consider the verification of electrical properties
of circuits to identify potential violations of electrical design rules,
also called Electrical Rule Checking (ERC). We present a general
approach based on Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) to verify
that these errors cannot occur in a given circuit. We claim that
our approach is scalable and more precise than existing analyses,
like voltage propagation. We applied these techniques to a specific
type of errors, the missing level shifters. On an industrial case-
study, our technique is able to flag 31% of the warnings raised
by the voltage propagation analysis as being false alarms.

Index Terms—Electrical rule checking, Integrated Circuits,
SMT solving

I. ELECTRICAL RULE CHECKING

During hardware design processes, verification of the digital
designs is a particularly important task since, unlike software,
updates cannot be deployed after manufacturing, meaning that
any bug left in the system can induce heavy additional costs.
Simulation is a widely used method to verify a hardware
design, but it can only prove the presence of bugs, not their
absence, and highly depends on the test vectors that are defined
by the developers. Formal methods like model-checking can,
on the other hand, prove the correctness of a circuit, or
of any sub-circuit considered. While theoretically limited by
algorithmic complexity or even undecidability, formal methods
have successfully been applied in many contexts in practice1.

In a typical hardware design-flow, verification can happen
at multiple stages. Algorithmic properties, such as temporal
or logical behavior, can be checked at the highest level of
abstraction (RTL, or even on C code in the case of high-level
synthesis). However, some properties can only be considered in
the final steps of the design flow, where fewer abstractions are
used to describe circuits. For example, when a circuit contains
multiple power-domains operating at different voltages, design
rules state that a specific circuit — a level-shifter — must be
used at the interface between power-domains. Level-shifters
are not described at RTL level, since power-supplies are not
modelled at all at this level of abstraction. They are inserted
later in the design-flow, typically using tools based on the
Universal Power Format (UPF). It is a mostly automatic step,
but uses user-provided configuration files and possibly user-
provided sub-circuits. Therefore, this step may introduce bugs

1See e.g. the FM conference series: https://fmeurope.org/symposia/

in the design. It is important to check the presence of all
required level-shifters after this step, hence after the synthesis
stage of the flow. More generally, a complete and modern
circuit usually contains hand-tuned parts, and it is crucial to
check that these parts do comply with the design rules. Such
verification, which is usually referred to as Electrical Rule
Checking (ERC) [5], typically operates on transistor netlists.
Such netlists are either handwritten or can be extracted from
the layout of the circuit, and are required for another important
verification step, called Layout Versus Schematic analysis.
Consequently, ERC approaches generally operate on a transistor
netlist, i.e. a description of the circuit using transistors (or other
hardware components) connected by nets (i.e. wires).

To verify properties related to power supplies, a typical first
step is called voltage propagation [3], [5], [6]. It computes,
for each net of the circuit, which power-supply is potentially
connected to this net, by using a naive approximation of the
transistors’ behavior (i.e. considering that the source and the
drain of a transistor are connected unconditionally). When the
voltage propagation finds a transistor with a gate connected
to a supply Sg and a source connected to a supply Ss with
neither Sg nor Ss being the ground, and the voltage of Sg

lower than the one of Ss, that transistor is identified as being
at the interface between power-domains, and must be protected
with a level-shifter. The presence of a level-shifter can be
asserted using pattern-matching, checking for the presence of
a sub-circuit known to behave as a level-shifter [5], or this
transistor can be tagged as potentially problematic and included
in some coverage criteria for simulation-based verification.
Voltage propagation is relatively simple and identifies all poten-
tial problems for several properties, but it is also very imprecise
and yields a lot of false alarms.

To perform a more precise analysis, one needs to take into
account the fact that the source and drain of a transistor are
connected or not, depending on the voltage applied on the gate.
In some cases, the gate voltage is known, and this condition
can be propagated statically [7]. It is also possible to model
the semantics of the transistor with logical formula to verify
properties valid for any electrical configuration of the circuit.
This was successfully applied to verify the absence of short-
circuits [1], but the approach is limited to single-supply circuits,
and to the identification of short-circuit conditions.

https://fmeurope.org/symposia/


We present a verification approach for transistor netlists,
based on the satisfiability of logical formula. This approach
is more precise than voltage propagation and supports multi-
ple power supplies, hence allowing the verification of many
properties like missing level-shifters, short-circuit or floating
gate nets. The analysis considers various possible states for the
nets of a circuit, such as short-circuits (at least two supplies
connected together) and floating nets (connected to no supply).

II. OUR VERIFICATION APPROACH: ERCTOOL

Our approach consists in compiling a transistor netlist into
a logical formula F , and verifying the satisfiability of the
conjunction of the formula with the negation of the error
property with a Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solver, an
extension of SAT able to deal with mixed numerical/Boolean
formulas, as shown in Figure 1. We currently use Z3 [2] as a
solver.

Circuit Formula F
Semantics

Property P F ∧ ¬P SAT/UNSAT

external
SMT Solver

Fig. 1. Overall flow of ERCtool

Formula F describes the possible electrical steady-states of
the circuit; it is the semantics of the circuit. When F ∧ ¬P is
UNSATisfiable, it means that no electrical state of the circuit
can lead to an error, and the property is proved. When it
is SATisfiable, the model provided by Z3 gives a concrete
configuration where the error occurs, which is helpful for
debugging. To ensure the absence of missing level-shifters we
must prove the property P stating that “there exists no transistor
in the circuit such that the gate and source have different non-
zero voltages”.

As-is, this approach cannot scale to a complete circuit, but we
successfully analyzed sub-circuits of a real-life circuit, which is
sufficient in practice even for large circuits. We used the SMT-
based approach as a refinement after a voltage propagation
pre-analysis that yielded false alarms. For each warning raised
by voltage propagation, we extracted the part of the circuit
containing the guilty transistor, and ran the SMT-based analysis
to partition the warnings into false alarms and potential errors.
Potential errors may still be false alarms since we do not
consider the context where this circuit is instantiated yet.

We implemented a first way to build formula F , that we
called “oriented semantics”. For each transistor, a clause of F
constrains the electrical status of the drain based on the status
of the gate and the source. For each net, we merge the electrical
status of drains it is connected to: if all drains force the same
voltage value, this value is taken, if multiple values are present,
it is a short circuit, and if no drain forces a value, then the net is
floating. With this first approach, we successfully analyzed an
industrial circuit with 10 distinct power supplies ranging from
0 to 2.5 volts, where 978 warnings were raised after voltage
propagation. Among them, 600 could not be analyzed because
of limitations of the “oriented semantics” approach, and 3 cases

led to timeout. Out of the 378 remaining cases, 308 (i.e. 81 %
of the analyzed cases, and 31 % of the total warnings) were
tagged as false alarms — as many cases that one does not need
to manually check anymore.

III. ONGOING WORK

We started implementing a second way to build F , called
“local semantics”, to overcome the limitations of “oriented
semantics”. Instead of propagating the information one-way
only, we now can also propagate the information from drain
to source. For each transistor, a clause specifies whether the
transistor is passing or not. For each net, a clause enforces
that it is either in short-circuit state or in non-short circuit
state. In the non-short-circuit case, the net’s voltage must be
equal to all the nets that it is connected to through a passing
transistor. In the short-circuit case, the net must be connected
to at least one net with strictly greater voltage and another
with strictly lower voltage. This new semantics supports all
topologies and should be able to analyze the cases that were
not supported by “oriented semantics”. The full case study is
still work in progress, but we were able to correctly analyze
small size circuits successfully.

We plan to work on performance optimization, considering
the “local semantics” as a reference. We will propose other
semantics that should let the solver perform better, and ex-
periment with different tools like a plain SAT-solver with a
pure boolean encoding, or Binary Decision Diagrams. Another
research direction is modular verification [4]: the analyzer
should be extended to be able to work on a large circuit by
replacing some sub-circuits with a contract (assume-guarantee),
which could be the key to enable the scaling of our approach.

On overall, we believe that the application of formal methods
to ERC is an under exploited area with a great potential to
improve the trust designers have in the circuits they design.
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